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In Brno, you'll find excellent food and drink 
on every corner. And you'll see each and 
every corner of Brno's food scene with Gour-
met Brno. A guide through which you'll dis-
cover places you'll be happy to return to.
First, major personalities from Brno’s public 
and culture as well as various professionals 
nominated their favourite places, reflecting 
their personal preferences – where they like 
the food, what they enjoy, and what food, 
drinks and places in Brno they’re proud of.  
Then, the places nominated several times 
made it into the final selection to be evalu-
ated by an independent committee. 

Drawing on their experience from here as well 
as abroad, professional critics and influenc-
ers evaluated the places in seven categories 
– RESTAURANTS, BISTROS, CONFECTIONARIES,
CAFÉS, BEER SPOTS, BARS AND WINE BARS.
A total of 49 places were evaluated, all listed
on the following pages in alphabetical order.
Apart from their addresses, you’ll learn other
information there, such as the winners of the
categories.
TAKE-AWAY is a new category (with no eval-
uation, as it’s too varied) this year, and
there’s also a set of pictograms to help you
find what you’re looking for.

Overview of the most 
interesting places to eat 
and drink in Brno

Enjoy your meal and cheers!
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→ RESTAURANTS





Dobrovského 29 01butchers.cz

“A pearl of American, Asian, and Italian cuisines just 
outside the city centre.” 

Butcher’s Grill & Pasta

An American restaurant preparing steaks 
from all over the world on a special char-
coal grill, offering juicy hamburgers or BBQ 
spare ribs. These guys know their BBQ! And 
you can also enjoy their pasta (even glu-
ten-free on request), various salads, and 
soups.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* WA



5



Novobranská 4 02castellana.cz

“An authentic piece of Italy in the heart of Brno.” 
Castellana Trattoria
Being Italian means loving food and wine 
and also every moment with family and 
friends. Castellana Trattoria is a small is-
land of Italy created in the middle of Brno, 
full of Italian smells and tastes and with 
an atmosphere that seduces you into in-
dulgence. Wine lovers will enjoy the selec-
tion of more than 170 bottles.

OPEN

V GF OS* DF



7



Běhounská 7 03elementbrno.com

Element combines first-rate food and cock-
tails. Behind its globally inspired menu from 
local ingredients stands the well-travelled 
head chef Tomáš Reger, who has gained cu-
linary experience from around the world. His 
food is complemented by drinks from cham-
pion bartender Jan Liška.

“A place with a New York vibe.”
Element Restaurant & Bar

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF WA
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Malinovského náměstí 2 04knvrestaurant.cz

“An unusual combination of ingredients resulting in 
excellent meals, plus a very pleasant staff.” 

Kohout NA VÍNĚ

This restaurant specializes in coq au vin (the 
Czech translation is the name of the restau-
rant), with the exact preparation changing 
and reflecting the chefs’ current ideas and 
skills. It offers more than 200 wines from 
around the world, with a primary focus on 
Moravia and Bohemia. For private celebra-
tions and business events, the restaurant of-
fers two tasting menus with annotated wine 
pairings.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* WA

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY
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Průchodní 2 05FB: MANYA

Not a bistro or just another sushi bar. This is 
MANYA – Izakaya! Open the gate to Tokyo at 
night at Průchodní 2 and pass under Godzil-
la to share big and small bowls overflowing 
with Japanese food or delicate sushi, while 
absorbing the informal atmosphere as well 
as Japanese sake.

“The kind of Asia you won’t forget about.”
MANYA Sushi & Sake Izakaya

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF



13



Lidická 23 06hotelpassage.eu

Push your culinary experience to a level 
you’d never even dreamt of. Enjoy a diverse 
selection of international as well as tradi-
tional meals and drinks, including a wide 
range of wines and signature cocktails. Its 
chef Petr Svoreň excels in using traditional 
ingredients in untraditional ways.

“Above-average food served in style.”
Restaurant Passage

OPEN

V VEG GF LF WA



15



→ BISTROS





“Atelier turns mere food into art.” 
Atelier Bar & Bistro
Pleasant seating in a playful interior or on 
a terrace in the courtyard. Atelier connects 
the traditional with the modern, in both food 
and cocktails. It has an interesting selection 
of wines, including natural wines. You can 
have a full-course meal with paired drinks.

Kobližná 2 07atelierbar.cz

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF WA



19



Veveří 14 08bistrofranz.cz

“Your go-to place for brunch.” 
Bistro Franz
An interior from cult designer of Brno cafés 
Martin Hrdina, ingredients from local suppli-
ers, and often organic. Authentic desserts, 
gourmet coffee, and high-quality Moravian 
wine. Every weekend, they serve a brunch 
that is well worth the trip.

OPEN

V GF OS* DF



21



“Excellent food with a view of the beautiful 
Vegetable Market (Zelný trh).” 

Domovina

A traditionally untraditional Vietnamese bis-
tro with a fusion of meals from various parts 
of Asia, rolls, homemade lemonades, and 
beer. Traditional meals prepared based on 
recipes collected by the staff, all focusing 
on quality and local ingredients as well as 
welfare meat. Traditional recipes enhanced 
by modern methods and techniques.

Zelný trh 10 09FB: Domovina

V VEG GF LF OS DF

OPEN



23



Dvořákova 12 10FB: Eggo Truck Brno

“A visit to Brno just for Eggo? Makes sense!“ 
EGGO Break Feast bistro
From Tuesday to Sunday, the guys start 
early in the morning to serve breakfast, 
brunch, light lunches and now they even 
have snacks to go with your beer or wine 
on weekdays too. Their home: Dvořákova 
Street; their tempo: murderous; their arch 
nemeses: early alarm clocks, reservations, 
and poorly made omelettes. The guys from 
Eggo are doing their thing day and night.

V GF OS* DF

OPEN

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY
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Zelný trh 10 11mikrofarma.cz

“A peaceful Saturday breakfast (with a glass of 
prosecco) and groceries for the whole weekend.” 

Mikrofarma

Regional farmers. Satisfied animals. Excep-
tional meat. A bistro where cooks reach 
for excellent meat from Moravian farmers 
coming right from a butcher. It doesn’t get 
fresher than this. Ham and pastrami for 
sandwiches, sauce for your steaks as well as 
side dishes for the main meal are all hand-
made with no chemistry involved, just like 
home. And good lemonades, beer, or wine to 
top it all off.

V GF LF OS DF WA

OPEN



27



Václavská 16 12ramen-brno.cz

Ramen is quick Japanese food surprising-
ly combining popular Czech flavours. Bowls 
full of home-made noodles are covered in 
strong broths with variously flavoured oils 
and topped with marinated eggs, slow-
cooked meat, and many other ingredients. 
Ramen is prepared freshly within a few 
minutes right before your eyes in an open 
kitchen.

Ramen Brno
“Karaage as a starter and Tom Yum vege 
or galangal tonkotsu will take you to heaven.”

V VEG LF DF WA

OPEN



29



Jezuitská 7 13FB: Soul Bistro

“A pleasant, refreshing smoothie at a very nice place.” 
Soul Bistro
A bistro with a soul. A light, clean interior  
and simple, high-quality food reflecting  
the season. People come to Soul for break-
fast, work lunches, celebratory dinners with 
friends, and family parties. You’ll find here 
dishes ranging from fluffy cakes to light 
salads, excellent fish & chips, and shred-
ded-beef sandwiches.

V VEG GF LF OS* DF

OPEN



31



→ CONFECTIONARIES





Minská 2 14bukovskycukrarstvi.cz

“A pleasant time spent discovering various tastes – 
that’s your visit to Bukovský café.” 

Bukovský café cukrářství

A family tradition for a father and his sons: 
Aleš, Milan, and Mirek. Authentic, craft con-
fectioneries made daily with passion and 
humility. Honest craft, select ingredients, 
tasty desserts, cakes, and premium coffee. 
The pleasant, family atmosphere and tradi-
tion of South Moravia.

OPEN

V GF OS* DF WA



35



Novobranská 4 15bezcukru.com

“A healthy place for anyone with a sweet tooth.” 
Cukrárna BezCukru
Everything here feels like a regular café. 
From the rich aroma of CoffeeSquare cof-
fee to the showcased delicacies. Only this 
is the first low-carb confectionary in Brno, 
offering no sugar or flour, so even celiac 
dieters will enjoy it. The small cream puff 
with a big heart sells best, and the select 
ingredients used are just the icing on the 
proverbial cake.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF
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Veveří 14 16cukrarstvimartinak.cz

Original, tested recipes, a drop of invention, 
and top-quality ingredients. Traditional cakes 
and desserts as they were made in the in-
terwar period, from high-quality butter with 
84% fat, and cream with 35% fat. They also 
use the premium Belgian chocolate Belcolade, 
nuts, and fresh seasonal fruits.

“A modern take on a retro café.” 
Cukrářství Martinák

OPEN

GF DF



39



Poštovská 1 17mlsna-holka.cz

In 2017, she left the faculty of medicine to 
open a small shop selling doughnuts in the 
centre of Brno. Later, she opened a con-
fectionary where you can enjoy doughnuts 
as well as macarons and other original des-
serts. And it even serves top-quality coffee!

“Home-made prosecco? Definitely worth a try! 
And don’t miss the doughnuts!“ 

Mlsná holka

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF WA
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Křídlovická 1 18FB: SORRY – pečeme jinak

“Original and excellent cakes, delightful to look at.” 
Sorry, pečeme jinak
Different baking (as the name says in Czech): 
colourful, crazy, funny and serious, and main-
ly excellent. A true work of art, not just a des-
sert. A delight for the eye and ecstasy for the 
taste buds.

OPEN

V GF LF OS DF WA

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY
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→ CAFÉS





Štefánikova 16 19FB: Buchta B – káva a dobroty

“Excellent coffee and food make you feel right 
at home.”

Buchta B

The owners of this breakfast cafe near 
Lužánky Park brought with them from 
Scotland not only Scottish hospitality but 
also their love for the brunch culture. They 
offer an excellent gluten-free breakfast 
with a lot of options for vegans, gourmet 
coffee from the best European and Czech 
roasting plants, and typical Czech sweet 
rolls, loaf cakes, and other delicacies.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF DF

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY
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Zelný trh 2 20cafe-momenta.cz

“A fancy classic with a breath-taking view as the 
cherry on top.”

Café Momenta

Momenta for beautiful moments! A pleas-
ant location in the city centre with a view 
of the Vegetable Market (Zelný trh) is the 
right spot to find peace and make your taste 
buds happy. Experience moments with good 
coffee, breakfast, desserts, biscuits, made-
leines, wine, and soft drinks enriched with 
ingredients right from the Vegetable Market.

OPEN

V VEG GF OS DF WA



49



Smetanova 45 21kafefriedrich.cz

“The best banana bread in a French window.”
Kafe Friedrich
All of the food and sweets at this minimalist 
cafe the size of a living room come from in-
gredients that didn’t travel halfway across 
the planet. The only thing that comes from 
far off is gourmet coffee, which will tell the 
local ingredients all about the world. In 
summer, you can sit by the window or on 
a bench and surrender to sweet rest.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF



51



Veselá 6 22FB: Kafe v rozkladu

“A kingdom of bagels and special trhanec pancakes, 
wrapped in childhood nostalgia.”

Kafe v rozkladu

Its non-traditional and slightly decadent 
name resonates from every detail of the in-
terior as well as its concept. Have breakfast 
in the evening or a cocktail in the morning. 
Serves breakfast all day long with a wide 
range of brunches and carefully prepared 
gourmet coffee, all provided in an authentic 
atmosphere.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF
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Panská 7 23mitte.cz

“Brewed oasis in the centre of the Moravian capital.”
Mitte Panská
One of the first Brno cafés to work with 
gourmet coffee now has its own roastery 
and bakes its own desserts and has a beau-
tiful seating in the courtyard. They offer 
a wide range of coffee to try to give every-
one the option to find one that’s closest to 
their tastes.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS DF
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Kapucínské náměstí 12 24monogramespressobar.cz

“Coffee minimalism at the Capuchins.” 
MONOGRAM Espresso Bar
MONOGRAM is the simple, uncomplicated, and 
premium signature of Adam Neubauer, recog-
nized several times as the best barista in the 
country. A training centre and important cof-
fee spot in Brno. True pleasure from a cup of 
black gold.

OPEN

V LF OS* DF
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Zelný trh 14 25podobrazy.cz

When you suddenly feel the blues at the 
Vegetable Market (Zelný trh), make your 
way to the “blue aquarium” in the city mar-
ketplace to soothe your wounds. A cup of 
coffee with your breakfast in the morning, 
a cocktail with a cake during the day, and 
beer, wine, or a shot of something strong-
er in the evening. The Podobrazy jazz café 
has been playing your kind of music since 
2000.

“Good espresso tonic.”
Podobrazy

OPEN

V VEG GF OS* DF WA
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Bayerova 7 26FB: Punkt.

“A piece of Berlin in Brno.”
Punkt.
Here, you’ll find espresso and filtered coffees 
made from the beans of Czech and foreign 
roasteries. Coffee specialities and whole-
some home-made desserts, with gluten-free 
and vegan options. The cosy interior and 
cheerful staff ensure a pleasant experience 
in any weather.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS DF
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Přízova 5 27rebelbean.cz

“The Brno hipsters' idea of an office.”
Rebelbean Vlněna
A stylish cafe with gourmet coffee from their 
own roastery with an emphasis on quality, 
sustainability, and fair relationships with 
farmers. With wine from the Stávek winery 
in Němčičky; endless choices of alcoholic, 
non-alcoholic, and coffee drinks; and many 
more delicacies, sandwiches, and desserts. 

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF WA
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Dominikánské náměstí 5 28skog.cz

“A piece of the North on Dominican Square 
(Dominikánské náměstí).”

SKØG

A place to explore – whether gourmet coffee 
from Rusty Nails Coffee Roasters or cocktails 
crafted by the bartenders. You can spend 
the whole day in the Scandinavian interior, 
partly thanks to the SKØG kitchen and its 
vegetarian and vegan menu.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF
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Benešova 605/18 29theroses.cz

“Gourmet coffee full of intense flavours.”
The Roses Coffee & Store
An espresso bar selling the widest range of 
gourmet coffee beans in the Brno area. Ser- 
ving mixed alcoholic coffee drinks or unique, 
exclusive coffee beans for filtered coffee or 
espresso. The staff keep tasting the most 
interesting coffee in the world to add the 
best kinds to their offer.

OPEN

V VEG LF OS* DF
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→ BEER SPOTS





Kounicova 10

30FB: Hladinka a Šnyt –  
Plzeňská pivnice Brno

Hladinka a Šnyt
A pure Pilsen beer place serving excellent 
Pilsner Urquell and delicious snacks, with 
a unique atmosphere making you feel right 
at home. Serving only fresh, perfectly treat-
ed, and carefully tapped Pilsner. Make sure 
not to miss their excellent tripe soup or 
goulash!

“A modern take on a classic Czech pub.” 

OPEN

GF OS* DF
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Kozí 3 31lokal-ucaipla.ambi.cz

“A Pilsner pub downtown worth stopping by for a beer 
or two.” 

Lokál U Caipla

A Czech pub that serves beer treated with 
care right from the tank. The kitchen offers 
Czech food from fresh ingredients from local 
suppliers, classic smoked meats, and snacks 
with beer.

OPEN

V LF DF

WINNER
OF THE 

CATEGORY
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Malt Worm

In 2013, they pooled all their money and 
opened Ochutnávková pivnice, an ordinary 
pub serving extraordinary beer. Six years 
later they opened Malt Worm, a stylish beer 
place with expansive outdoor seating. The 
guys ironed out a few wrinkles and pushed 
their concept to pure perfection.

“A pub serving a wide range of beer for everyone 
to choose from.” 

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF WA

Starobrněnská 12 32maltworm.cz
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Pivovar HARRY

In the very heart of the city, in a space that 
recalls its former use as a package depot, 
Harry and his brewmistress Tamara started 
to brew amazing beer for their neighbours 
and friends. From lagers to ales, and even 
a special limited brew-of-the-month. Even 
serves excellent food.

“A modern pub in the very heart of Brno.” 

OPEN

V VEG LF OS DF WA

Poštovská 3 33harry.beer
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U Alberta
In winter, the flames from the hearth make 
you feel like you’re in a mountain chalet 
under Špilberk. In summer, the sun rays 
cut through the glasses full of beer in the 
shadow of a giant ash tree. A peaceful 
place in a bustling city, where time has sim-
ply stopped.

“A quiet, relaxing pub at the foot of Špilberk.”
Pellicova 10 34FB: U Alberta

OPEN

V VEG LF OS DF
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“A pub by Saint James's Church where you'll 
come across pretty much everybody.” 

Výčep Na stojáka Jakubák

Beer from small Czech craft breweries poured 
as a full pint or with some head, Moravian 
wine, and spirits. An interior inspired by the 
interwar period, comfortable tables to stand 
at, summer outdoor seating, and the pleas-
ant atmosphere of St James's Square. In the 
name of good beer and a good mood!

Běhounská 16 35vycepnastojaka.cz

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF WA
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→ BARS AND WINE BARS





Dvořákova 1 36barkteryneexistuje.cz

Bar, který neexistuje
“Enjoy an excellent drink and one of their burgers.  
You can’t go wrong!“ 
A bar that, unlike the name suggests, does 
exist and is damn good. It pulses with ener-
gy; it’s full of life! A bar that’s become a leg-
end in just a couple of years. Haute couture 
in bartending where they’ll make drinks to 
order.

OPEN

V VEG GFLF OS DF WA
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“Perfectly mixed drinks you can choose based on 
music.”

Jekyll&Hyde

One place, two faces. A bar that combines 
elegance and fun. A place where everybody 
will find their true self.

Josefská 5 37jhbar.cz

OPEN

V VEG GF LF DF WA
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Čápkova 11 38FB: Klára Bára Wine Café

“A first-class wine bar with a very relaxed 
atmosphere.” 

Klára Bára Wine Café

Klára and Bára, sisters from a winemaking 
family, are either at the vineyard or serv-
ing in their wine bar. A comfy small bar with 
a very surprising offer of local and foreign 
wines, sherry, and great snacks.

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF
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Jakubské náměstí 2 39FB: Malej Velkej Bar

“Looking for a simple concept? You’ve come to the 
right place!” 

Malej Velkej bar

Even the smallest shot can turn into a huge 
party – a slogan with which a bar was 
opened for people to enjoy excellent drinks 
in the afternoon and experience a great at-
mosphere later. And the nights, especially 
on weekends, are full of music, dancing, and 
singing there. The slogan says it all!

OPEN

OS* DF WA
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Šilingrovo náměstí 3 40superpandacircus.cz

Super Panda Circus
“An original psychedelic bar you simply must 
experience.” 
Find it, pull back the curtain, and enter. 
A mysterious world full of wild colours, birds 
of prey, and other beasts tamed into unex-
pected cocktails. A circus, games, myster-
ies, and unexpected drinks.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF
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Za Divadlem 2 41vicinodivino.cz

“Feel like wine tasting? Then Vicino is your place to 
go.”

Vicino DiVino

Experience a piece of Italy in the heart of 
Brno. Just follow the great smell, taste, and 
colour of nearly 200 wines and delicacies. 
The team of experienced sommeliers will 
be happy to help you choose and share in-
teresting facts about individual selections. 
You can also join a regular wine tasting. The 
beautiful setting completes the first-class 
wine experience.

OPEN

V GF LF OS* DF

WINNER OF 
WINE BARS 
CATEGORY
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Gorkého 58 42whiskeyprovsechny.cz

Whiskey Bar, který neexistuje
“Original drinks (not only for whiskey lovers) with 
a pleasant atmosphere and great food.” 
Chequered shirts, clinking glasses, laugh-
ter, a long polished bar, and bottles of 
whiskey behind it. Many of the best bottles 
from Scotland, Ireland, and Japan, which 
you can work through glass by glass. Whis-
key for everyone!

OPEN

LFGF OS* DF

WINNER  
OF BARS 

CATEGORY
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Vachova 6 43miluju4pokoje.cz

4pokoje
“A lively atmosphere with the iconic writing 'Love 
after midnight'.”
Good thing the neon heart on the wall can-
not tell stories; people having breakfast 
in the morning, managers in suits, and 
sleepy lovers, people from nearby offices 
having lunch, girls in high-heel shoes and 
guys with moustaches enjoying an aperitif 
in the afternoon, and at night… It doesn’t 
matter. Nobody will find out.

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS* DF
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“The widest selection of gin and tonic you’ll ever see.” 
7 Hříchů
The elegant and cosy interior of the first 
gin bar in the centre of Brno is here for all 
those excited about gin, fans of sophisti-
cated and unusual tastes, and anyone who 
enjoys good drinks. So much more than just 
gin & tonic! An unforgettable experience of 
thousands of tastes you simply have to ex-
perience to believe!

OPEN

V VEG GF LF OS DF

Jakubská 7 447hrichu.com
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→ TAKE-AWAY





Zelný trh 45tuttifrutti.cz

OPEN

Božský kopeček
An ice cream like you’ve never seen before. 
The staff make no compromises when it 
comes to taste, quality, and varied ingre-
dients. Free of chemicals and semi-finished 
products, they’re simply divine and honest. 
100% vegan. Served at small pastel-colour-
ed trucks on the Vegetable Market (Zelný 
trh), Freedom Square (náměstí Svobody), 
Moravian Square (Moravské náměstí), and 
Lužánky park.

V VEG GF LF OS* DF WA
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Bratislavská 22 46chlebabrno.cz

OPEN

Chleba Brno
All their bread-based products are inspired by 
Tartine, made solely of genuine sourdough, 
flour, water, and salt. And what’s the mag-
ic here? The dough is left to rise for a long 
time and then manually shaped and baked 
to develop a thick crust. Sells baguettes and 
sweet products and serves excellent coffee, 
farm butter, wine, foie gras, and sardines.

V VEG LF OS DF WA
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Kopečná 50 47FB: Mama Stella

OPEN

Mama Stella
The baker Kostas used to dream of open-
ing his own bakery. He’s been living in Brno 
for six years now, and that’s where he met 
his future wife Vendy who then helped him 
make this dream come true. For over a year, 
they’ve been baking on Kopečná Street, and 
the place is always packed with people of all 
ages and nationalities.

V VEG OS* DF
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Björnsonův sad 48piknikbox.cz

OPEN

Piknik box
An original coffee place made of big red con-
tainers located in a pleasant, reconstructed 
park, open year-round. Not far from the bus-
tling city centre, it’s a favourite place for lots 
of locals who enjoy the peaceful atmosphere 
and the shade of tall trees. Also a great ven-
ue for various events and food festivals.

V GF OS DF WA
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Josefská 2 49wtbakery.cz

OPEN

William Thomas  
Artisan Bakery
When you enter this bakery, you’ll see right 
under the bakers' hands as they bake gen-
uine French croissants and baguettes that 
go from the oven straight to the custom-
ers. Their special “Kroláč” is a combination 
of French croissant and Moravian “koláč“ 
(pie), served during summer with a cream 
made from real vanilla, to be enjoyed with 
a cup of coffee at its location on Josefská.

V VEG GF LF OS* WA
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Meet the nomination 
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blogger at @tereza.havlinova on Instagram
HENNI JAKUB, one of the authors of nesnězeno.cz
JANULÍKOVÁ JANA, director of TIC BRNO

KIVA NOVOTNÝ VLADIMÍR, photographer
KOPKÁŠ JAN, executive manager at BRNO EXPAT 
CENTRE
OULEHLA MICHAELA, food blogger at  
@foodloverbrno on Instagram
PUBLIC, voting on social networks
SUCHÁNKOVÁ TEREZA, author of blog Lifestyle 
Brno
ŠOLC ZBYNĚK, director of the Brno Museum
TIEKU DAVID, chief editor at FOOD DRINK BRNO 
magazine
VAŇKOVÁ MARKÉTA, Mayor of Brno
ŽIDLICKÝ MICHAELA, editor at Forbes
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Get to know the juries:

BICAN JAN, artist and author of the podcast My 
děti ze stanice 2020 (We Children from Station 
2020)
BÖHMOVÁ ROMANA, author of @naskokvkuchyni 
on Instagram and the e-zine Na skok v kuchyni
DEBNAROVÁ NATÁLIE, journalist and plus-size 
model
HOLUBIČOVÁ ROMANA, author of MAPA KAVÁREN 
(Café Map) and @kavarenska_knihomolka on 
Instagram
KOPECKÝ JIŘÍ, co-author of @buznyvakci on 
Instagram
MALKOVÁ SIMONA, author of content on food 
and drinks and recipes at @simona_malkova on 
Instagram
MENCLÍK FRANTIŠEK, co-author of @buznyvakci 
on Instagram

MIKO MARTIN, beer taster with over 2,000 
samples in the UNTAPPD app
OBUCHOVÁ ZUZANA, author of the natanieri.sk 
foodblog and contracting editor for the InBar 
& Restaurant magazine
POKORNÝ LUKÁŠ, director of the foreign 
representation of Southeast Asia and China at 
the Czechtourism agency
POSPÍŠIL MATĚJ, author of cookbook series Sám 
doma a hladový (Home Alone and Hungry)
POSPÍŠIL VOJTĚCH, long-time independent 
journalist from Prague dealing with topics such 
as luxury, food and drinks, and travelling
TATAROVÁ BARBORA, administrator of social 
networks dealing with food and drinks
VÁŠA MARTIN, writer and journalist
ZIELINSKI MATEUSZ, collector of beer bottle caps



RESTAURANTS            max points %
taste and quality of food 40 100
taste and quality of drinks 20 100
presentation of food and drink and 
appearance

10 100

originality of offer 5 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
RESULT 100 ∅

BEER SPOTS                         max points %
taste, quality, and care of the beer 40 100
beer snacks 20 100
offer of beer 10 100
offer of non-alcoholic drinks 5 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅

CAFÉS                         max points %
taste and quality of coffee 30 100
variety of offer (assortment of 
coffees and preparation technology)

20 100

offer and quality of other drinks 15 100
desserts and snacks 10 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅

Evaluation criteria:
We set out our evaluation criteria with  
a maximum number of points for each category.
Points were awarded and added up,  
and a percentage score was created.
From the percentage averages, we then got 
our final result.
The brochure lists all establishments that have 
been rated above 70 %. The establishments are 
listed in alphabetical order.
TAKE-AWAY is a category with no evaluation,  
as it’s too varied.
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BARS                                  max points %
taste and quality of drinks 30 100
originality of offer 20 100
presentation of drinks and appearance 20 100
snacks 5 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅

BISTROS                         max points %
taste and quality of food 40 100
taste and quality of drinks 15 100
presentation of food and drink and 
appearance

10 100

originality of offer 10 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
RESULT 100 ∅

CONFECTIONARIES                       max points %
taste and quality of desserts 40 100
presentation of desserts and 
appearance

15 100

range of desserts and originality 
of offer

15 100

selection of drinks 5 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅

WINE BARS                   max points %
offer and quality of wines by the glass 30 100
offer of bottled wines 30 100
wine snacks 10 100
offer of non-alcoholic drinks 5 100
staff (attitude and knowledge) 15 100
setting and atmosphere 10 100
RESULT 100 ∅



Brno’s worth a closer look! Find all essential informa-
tion at the tourist portal

You’ll find in Czech, German, and English what can be 
learned, experienced, and tasted in Brno. A selection 
of the most interesting monuments and tourist routes, 
the best culinary businesses in several categories, and 
an up-to-date overview of events happening in the 
city. And of course practical information to keep you 
from getting lost in Brno.



You’ll find in Czech, German, and English what can be 
learned, experienced, and tasted in Brno. A selection 
of the most interesting monuments and tourist routes, 
the best culinary businesses in several categories, and 
an up-to-date overview of events happening in the 
city. And of course practical information to keep you 
from getting lost in Brno.



Discover the most interesting food and drink in South Moravia

→ SOUTH MORAVIA 2022



www.gourmetjiznimorava.cz



Do you like Brno? And would you like to come visit? 
Make sure you get a BRNOPAS! A tourist card offering 
admission to the 5 TOP sights for free and discounts 
on over 50 more, it’ll take you through the city, help 
jump the queue to get a ticket to the Villa Tugend-
hat, and get a free ticket for a summer boat trip on 
the Brno Dam.

is available in versions ranging from one to three 
days, and you can always get one for your kids at 
a lower price. Sold online or at information centres 
and other selected points throughout Brno.

TIP: Now offering lower admission fees for various 
sights in South Moravia.

For more information visit www.brnopas.cz.

BRNOPAS – your money-saving guide through Brno!

BRNOPAS
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GOURMET BRNO 2022 
was a project organized by TIC BRNO, příspěvková organizace

Author of photographic images for each category and cover: KIVA
Graphic design: Barbara Zemčík

This is a non-commercial project.
Gourmet Brno is a trademark of TIC BRNO.
Information are valid at the time of going to press – September 2022.

TIC BRNO, p. o. is a public-benefit corporation and is financially supported  
by the statutory city of Brno.

TIC BRNO, příspěvková organizace
Radnická 2

www.gourmetbrno.cz
www.gotobrno.cz
www.ticbrno.cz
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